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◆ The RPG genre classic, which was launched in 1998, comes to the iPhone and iPad! As a new fantasy action RPG with an epic story and an all-out battle system, Mana On iPhone is the best choice to catch the world of Mana! In addition to the original turn-based battle system, you can now
participate in real-time PvP battles! Mana On's 3D graphics bring the world of Mana to life. 【New Songs: The Battle Tone】 Mana On features brand new songs, themes and vocals. 【New Battle System】 Mana On features a full-scale battle system with various types of battle, including Hero's Arrow
Attack, Guard Break, and Custom Battle. ◆ The main story takes place during the War of the Gods, when the spirit of the Great Tree, Gwyn, is in danger. Help Odin, who has been endowed with divine power, save Gwyn and the Great Tree in our latest battle, the War of the Gods: Rise! ★ Game
Features: 【New Features】 ・New class: Thief, a dynamic mage class! ・Expanding story! ・New battle system with new on-screen effect and further improved user interface! ・Improved collision detection to support more games! 【New Songs】 ・New songs performed by the legendary band, Perion!
・New songs perform and score the game - the battle tune! 【More Features】 ・Maps, Battle, Armor and Weapons, and New Grand Exceptions are all in the new update! ・Different appearances are possible when connecting to other players in Multiplayer! ・Various eye-candy effects added to the
game! ・Save data is permanent and uncorrupted. ◆ The Guild is a guild guild system where the player can build their own guild based on their own preferences. The VIP Feature is a system that uses a development of a guild. Player can use their own guild color that wasn't set in the Player
Union as an unannounced feature. 【VIP Feature】 ■ VIP Players are players that have paid large sums of money to become VIP Players. ■ VIP Players can appear in the guild and can use exclusive items and effect bonuses. ■ The player's guild color is changed to a white light. ■ There are
several different VIP levels. [VIP Example (Select a Class, Level of Skill and Character)] Level V

Features Key:
Exploration

Climber Stamina system
Give the character a burden, double his stamina, recover it while pausing, and even form a linked special attack to high-grade weapons
Rogue Skill

Rush for bonus attack/counter
Battle-jumping support
Prowess increase support

Movement
Dash Jump support
Fall speed support (double jump when landing on a jump)
All of the above are considered Rapid Moves, so using them will enhance you with a method for abrupt movement.
Elemental Magic Support

Character
Has a strong physique and a highly developed general ability, such as getting a bonus to a physical attack attribute after using a movement-exerting skill.

Elden Ring Key features:

Exploration
A discovery-based adventure where you will rediscover the mystery of the world and learn what happened in the former lands

The discarded tomb of a Rune Knight and the existence of the Runes as we know them
Undiscovered monsters lying in wait.
Ruins that have been shattered by time
Becoming a new character following an encounter with a vast amount of items that have appeared from nowhere

Rogue Skill
You can use battlefield skills with accelerated processing
Rebounds are processed instantly
Prowess increases (stamina and strength) are processed instantly
Multiplayer multiplayer support
Encounters with beasts of the wilderness, where competing for loot and monsters in a close battle awaits you.

Elemental Magic Support
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